
ESSAY ARTS MUSIC

Importance of Music and Art for Society and the Individual.

Email Shares Some say that music, art and drama are as important as other school subjects, especially at the
primary level. I am a philosopher, not a professional musician. Research on popular music has explored its
effects on schoolwork, social interactions, mood and affect, and particularly behavior. And even if we have
insignificant effects, we want to express our preferences. If you like a piece of music, ask yourself: will you
get some benefit from owning a copy? You listened for free, and were exposed to a mix of familiar and novel
music, with advertisements along the way. Music reflects people's ideas and emotions. The sax player was
interested. As Richard explained in the Chuck Berry documentary Hail! By the end of the sixteenth century,
however, patronage had broadened to include the Catholic Church, Protestant churches and courts, wealthy
amateurs, and music printingâ€”all were sources of income for composers. In my case, I did change a lot of
old habits and, many friends as a result of making me see life from another perspective. An informed
practitioner Jagger and Richards are not alone in their quest for authenticity and musical integrity. Back then
he was a seasoned professional working in relative anonymity in the hotbed of London with the support of
Misters Clapton, Chandler, Jones and McCartney. Prior to the Romantic Period, music had been seen more as
recreation and njoyment than as an integral part of culture. Listeners of Upbeat and Conventional music,
which includes country, religious and pop music, were outgoing and cheerful, enjoyed helping others, saw
themselves as physically attractive, and held conservative views. So, clearly it gives us stimulus and
information that can usually not be conveyed else wise. Recently, prosecutors have been using rap lyrics as
evidence in a criminal case. I lived my life being scared to ask for opportunities to share my talent, and hated
being put on the spot. As sounds of these kinds become the norm, it makes even less sense to sit down and
listen. The art form must evolve, diversify, move forward, or â€” as the case is with Hendrix â€” take a giant
leap into the future. Composer Iannis Xenakis in his Paris studio in early  Beside that, it always feels good to
know that some one else out there can understand your feelings and actually had the nerve to express it in
proper words and the most pleasing way! When it streams music, it pays even less to artists than services like
Spotify, and YouTube now dominates online listening. Summary of Assignment Choose an artist from the
period and to examine their relationship to the cultural and social framework of their era with reference to an
important or influential album. For many cultures, music plays an important part of their life because of its use
in many forms of religious ritual, and rite of passage and other social events making it an artistic presentation.
Music is what brings the world together. The recently restored archival recordings map their transition from
astute performers of seminal black American blues and roots music to legitimate codifiers of its mostly white
bastard offspring. On Spotify, a signed artist hence sharing revenue with a record label would need a million
plays per month , if they were unsigned and independent.


